
Tahin Dániel
17 November 1988

Budapest

CONTACT

Telephone: +36 30 588 51 65

Email: tahin.daniel@gmail.com

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/danieltahin

GitHub: https://github.com/TahinDani

Portfolio: https://danieltahin.com

SKILLS

Hard

● Typescript
● Angular 16
● HTML, CSS
● Git, Gitlab
● Unit testing
● Figma

Soft

● Teamwork
● Flexibility
● Agile, Scrum
● Pair programming
● Eye for design
● Mentoring

I also have experience with Ant Design, Azure, Bootstrap, Confluence,

Docker, ESLint, Express, Generative AI, GitLab CI, Inkscape, Jira, jQuery,

Linux, Materialize, MongoDB, Next.js, PostgreSQL, Postman, React, REST

services, Responsive design, Robot framework, UI/UX Design, VS Code

WORK EXPERIENCE

Evosoft, Budapest — Frontend Developer
April 2021 - Present

We are working on R&D products in the field of Industrial Automation.

Generali, Budapest — IBM BPM Developer
July 2020 - 2021 April

We are optimizing and automating business processes to improve

efficiency and reduce costs using IBM BPM platform.

Freelancer, Budapest — React Developer
April 2020 - Present

I joined a small group of freelancer developers where I am mainly

responsible for implementing client side tasks using React with Typescript.

NNG, Budapest — Frontend Developer
Oct 2018 - Marc 2020

My main duties as a part of a 10+ member team were to customize NNG’s

base navigation software to the needs of the customer, follow up my

resolved tasks, and cooperate with the techwriter, the test and the

backend team. As many of the tasks were unclear and poorly specified my

critical thinking and common sense came in handy in many situations.

Saltech Consulting, Budapest — Pega Developer, Intern
Sep 2017 - Apr 2018

I was part of an Agile team which was dedicated to simplify processes, and

provide efficient back office operation by implementing up-to-date IT

solutions and process automations using Pega platform.

ABOUT ME

I started to learn coding because I think
it's an essential knowledge to keep pace
with the future. Through the journey I
realized I’m mostly interested in stu�
where there is a UI so I can take
advantage of my creative design skills
thus since the coding school I keep
educating myself through online courses
focusing on web development, UI / UX
and frontend (but not limited to these).

I think knowledge is the best investment.
I believe that it's my personal
responsibility to make my environment a
better place in my workplace such as in
my private life.

FREETIME ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGES

Hungarian - Native

English - Intermediate
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EDUCATION

Self education, Online
2017 - constantly

As a self taught developer I know the importance of continuous learning

and improvement. I always have an ongoing course on one of the online

learning platforms such as Udemy, Pluralsight or Scrimba.

Codecool, Budapest — Junior Developer
2016 - 2017

Codecool is a one year long coding school where we learn how to learn by

ourselves and how to work in a team with the help of mentors and we

acquire hard and soft skills equally.

PEER RECOMMENDATIONS

"The best thing about working with Dani is that I could always count on
him. He always looks for a good solution, not just a working one even if it
takes more time. And he knows how to ask the good questions to
understand the problem. He strives for writing good quality code and he's
not afraid to ask for help if he gets stuck.
Besides, he has a calm personality and he is trustworthy."

Varga Dávid, Codecool

"Daniel's strongest qualities are his perseverance, commitment and
attention to detail. He strives to understand what he is doing and he
mingles well with people. A good team player."

Lang Ervin, Saltech Consulting

Thank you for your time


